Regulating a circadian clock's period, phase and amplitude by phosphorylation: insights from Drosophila.
Much progress has been made in understanding the molecular underpinnings governing circadian ( approximately 24 h) rhythms. Despite the increased complexity in metazoans whereby inter-cellular networks form the basis for driving overt rhythms, such as wake-sleep cycles in animals, single isolated cells can exhibit all the formal properties of a circadian pacemaker. How do these cell-autonomous rhythm generators operate? Breakthrough studies in Drosophila melanogaster led to the realization that the molecular logic underlying circadian clocks are highly shared. Most notably, interconnected transcriptional-translational feedback loops produce coordinated rhythms in "clock" RNAs and proteins that are required for the daily progression of clocks, synchronization to local time and transducing temporal signals to downstream effector pathways. More recent findings indicate prominent roles for reversible phosphorylation of clock proteins in the core oscillatory mechanism. In this review we focus on findings in Drosophila to explore the multiple levels that reversible phosphorylation plays in clock function. Specific clock proteins in this system are subjected to different phosphorylation programs, which affect three key properties of a circadian oscillator, its period, amplitude and phase. The role of phosphorylation in clocks is of clear relevance to human health because mutations that affect the PERIOD (PER) phosphorylation program are associated with familial sleep disorders. In addition, the central role of phosphorylation in the assembly of a circadian oscillator was dramatically shown recently by the ability to reconstitute a circadian phosphorylation/dephosphorylation cycle in vitro, suggesting that the dynamics of clock protein phosphorylation are at the "heart" of circadian time-keeping.